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This paper presents an analysis of how breach occurs through cohesive materials and
highlights many of the features that can be observed when levees and dams fail. Whilst
demonstrating some of these processes, it also raises issues which are not considered
in more detail - for example, how the erosion processes may vary as soil parameters
vary; how scale effects may influence the processes and how flow around bends affects
the breach formation process.

Working through the paper I noted the following points:

Abstract: Why perform these tests in a U shaped flume? If the focus of the work is to
understand breach processes, it would be better to avoid the complication of curved
approach flow conditions. If the intention was to analyse the effects of curved approach
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flow, then a closer analysis of these aspects should be performed.

Ln 14 - why choose a 2D depth averaged model? Flow through breach is 3D and whilst
it may be approximated to 2DV or 2DH for different aspects, any simplification will have
an effect.

Ln 16 - choosing a fixed discharge coefficient for a weir shape that changes during the
erosion process, and for which

Ln 19 - I don’t understand the phrase " Levees, as one form of embankments" - what
other forms are there which are not levees? I would choose one term (levee or em-
bankment) and stay with it.

Ln 26 and numerous other references - you state a number of times that most studies
look at non cohesives or cohesives. I would not agree. There are various researchers
who have investigated both cohesive and non cohesive breach processes. In terms of
large scale tests (ie. 1.5 - 2m high) tests, the most rigorous work on cohesive breach
processes has been done by Hanson at HERU, USDA Stillwater. I’m not aware of
similar scale and magnitude of tests on non cohesives, although there are plenty of
smaller scale analyses. In conclusion, I would avoid suggesting any bias to one or the
other.

Ln 38 - No - many of the processes listed also occur with non cohesives (eg. vortex
flow, soil mass failure etc).

Ln 47 - you mean vortex rather than spiral flow?

Ln 89 - THIN FILMS - this is the only reference to thin films made in the paper. What
is this referring to? It may be associated with trying to limit seepage through the test
section before starting the test? If so, this is a key issue since the internal pore pressure
conditions will affect how the test section performs (erodes) and this is subject to scale
effects. How was this aspect dealt with in your tests?

Ln 138 - 144 - in practice you are referring here to the soil erodibility. How the erodibility
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varies affects the headcut / erosion process. The soil state and parameters affect the
erodibility and hence the breach process. A clearer analysis and understanding of
these aspects is needed to place breaching processes in context for different levees,
materials and material states. In your case, it should be recognised that the test results
reflect a certain, specific soil type and state and hence some observed and calculated
processes may vary as these parameters change.

Ln 148-150 - the approach flow conditions offer a whole area of research in relation to
breach formation that could be / should be analysed!

Ln 168-170 - analysis of cantilever lengths. Whilst I agree with the observed process,
and the approach to calculation is logical, there is considerable uncertainty in the ’rule
of thumb’ tensile strength value, as well as soil homogeneity - which means that the
true strength in situ will vary unpredictably, so affecting the observed cantilever lengths.

Ln 261-265 - flow calculation: would have expected a closer fit between estimated and
modelled values. maybe a closer look at the geometry of the flow control section would
offer a means to reduce the uncertainty?

Ln 294 - what does "...increase of soil content..." mean? Suggest reword.

Fig 3a - you show a scour hole. Was there also seepage through the test material, and
/ or between the material and flume base?

Typos: Ln 12 - mechanisms Ln 24 - "...flood propagation processes..." Ln 119 - "...the
overflow departs from the headcut surface..." Ln 146 - should read Fig 3f not 5f. Ln
292 - "...single step..."
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